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Abstract
Stroke is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide. There have been significant advances in the
hyperacute treatment of patients with ischemic stroke with the advent and application of reperfusion therapies,
including intravenous thrombolysis and endovascular thrombectomy. Endovascular thrombectomy involves the
removal of thrombus from an artery using a mechanical retriever or aspiration with angiographic visualization. This
review aims to outline the current evidence to support the use of endovascular thrombectomy and highlight areas
of ongoing research.
Keywords: Ischemic stroke, endovascular thrombectomy, thrombolysis, tenecteplase, tissue plasminogen activator,
alteplase, computed tomography perfusion, magnetic resonance imaging, randomized trial

EVIDENCE FOR ENDOVASCULAR THROMBECTOMY AND THE TIME WINDOW FOR
TREATMENT
The benefit of endovascular thrombectomy over standard medical care was proven in 2015, with 5 trials
[Multicenter Randomized Clinical Trial of Endovascular Treatment for Acute Ischemic Stroke in the
Netherlands (MR CLEAN); Extending the Time for Treatment in Emergency Neurological Deficits Intra-Arterial (EXTEND-IA); Endovascular Treatment for Small Core and Anterior Circulation Proximal
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Occlusion with Emphasis on Minimizing CT to Recanalization Times (ESCAPE); Solitaire With the
Intention For Thrombectomy PRIMary Endovascular Treatment (SWIFT PRIME); and Randomized
Trial of Revascularization with Solitaire FR Device vs. Best Medical Therapy in the Treatment of Acute
Stroke Due to Anterior Circulation Large Vessel Occlusion Presenting within Eight Hours of Symptom
Onset (REVASCAT)] demonstrating benefit in patients presenting with large vessel occlusion (LVO) of
the anterior circulation within 6 h of symptom onset[1-5]. LVO in the anterior circulation is defined as an
occlusion of the intracranial internal carotid artery and/or the first segment of the middle cerebral artery
(M1). Patients with intracranial occlusion and tandem extracranial carotid artery occlusion were also
included in the trials and clearly benefitted. In an individual patient data meta-analysis of these trials, the
rate of functional independence [defined as a modified Rankin scale (mRS) score of 0-2] was significantly
higher in the thrombectomy cohort (46%) compared to medical therapy (27%), equaling a numberneeded-to-treat (NNT) of 5[6]. There was a similar rate of serious adverse events, in particular symptomatic
intracranial hemorrhage, between thrombectomy and medical therapy groups[6]. These results were in
contrast to 3 previous trials published in 2013 that failed to show clinical benefit of thrombectomy[7-9]. The
difference in outcomes is likely explained by improvements in patient selection (detecting LVO with noninvasive imaging prior to angiography), faster door-to-arterial access times and better devices to achieve
faster and more complete reperfusion[10]. The THRACE (Mechanical Thrombectomy After Intravenous
Alteplase vs. Alteplase Alone After Stroke), PISTE (Pragmatic Ischaemic Stroke Thrombectomy Evaluation)
and RESILIENT (Randomisation of endovascular treatment with stent-retriever and/or thromboaspiration
vs. best medical therapy with acute ischemic stroke due to large vessel occlusion) trials were also
subsequently reported with consistent results in favor of thrombectomy[11-13].
Data from the MR CLEAN trial indicate that the benefit of thrombectomy, when patient selection is
simply based on evidence of LVO using non-invasive imaging, is strongly time-dependent and ceases
to be statistically significant ~6 h after onset[14]. The HERMES (Highly Effective Reperfusion Evaluated
in Multiple Endovascular Stroke Trials) pooled data found statistically significant benefit out to 7.3 h
but included patients selected on the basis of good collateral flow or favorable CT perfusion which has
subsequently been shown to extend the time window for treatment[15].
The DAWN trial (DWI or CTP Assessment with Clinical Mismatch in the Triage of Wake-Up and Late
Presenting Strokes Undergoing Neurointervention with Trevo) in patients 6-24 h after the time they
were last known to be well used clinical-core mismatch imaging selection. This involved CT perfusion or
diffusion MRI to identify a relatively small volume of irreversibly injured brain (ischemic core) compared
to the severity of clinical deficit and also factored in patient age[16]. CT perfusion has been shown to achieve
similar perfusion mismatch classification compared to MRI[17]. Volumetric agreement studies have shown
that overestimation of ischemic core using a relative cerebral blood flow threshold < 30% of normal brain[18]
is uncommon and tends to involve white matter in patients with ultra-rapid reperfusion[19-21]. The DEFUSE
3 trial (Endovascular Therapy Following Imaging Evaluation for Ischemic Stroke) in patients 6-16 h after
the time they were last known to be well used CT perfusion or MRI perfusion-diffusion mismatch and
required < 70 mL irreversibly injured ischemic core combined with the critically hypoperfused region
being both > 15 mL and > 1.8 times the volume of the ischemic core[22]. In the DAWN and DEFUSE 3 trials,
the NNT for functional independence (defined as mRS score 0-2) was 2.8 and 3.6, respectively[16,22]. There
was no significant difference in the rate of symptomatic intracerebral hemorrhage between thrombectomy
and medical therapy groups in these trials. The DEFUSE 3 inclusion criteria classified ~60% more patients
as eligible for thrombectomy than the DAWN criteria and these additional patients benefitted at least as
much from the thrombectomy procedure[22]. Perfusion imaging selection is therefore recommended in
international guidelines for selection of patients for thrombectomy 6-24 h after the time they were last
known to be well [Figure 1][23,24]. Relatively few patients present with LVO beyond 24 h, and a trial is
unlikely to be feasible. However, anecdotal reports have suggested potential benefit in patients > 24 h after
onset if imaging is favorable[25].
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Figure 1. A patient with wake-up onset stroke. Non-contrast CT excluded hemorrhage and indicated subtle loss of grey-white
differentiation in the left insular region (A); CT perfusion time to maximum (Tmax) map showing delayed flow via collaterals in the left
middle cerebral artery territory confirmed the diagnosis of ischemic stroke (B); Automated segmentation of CT perfusion cerebral blood
flow < 30% of normal brain (36 mL magenta region estimated as irreversibly injured ischemic core) (C) and Tmax > 6-s delay (124
mL green region estimated tissue at risk) from RAPID software (D); CT angiography demonstrating distal M1 middle cerebral artery
occlusion (E) 24-h diffusion MRI after successful endovascular thrombectomy showing no interval growth in ischemic core (F)
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Thrombolysis (without thrombectomy) in perfusion mismatch-selected patients has proven beneficial 4.59 h after onset, including patients with wake-up stroke who were within 9 h of the midpoint of sleep[26,27].
In practical terms this included wake-up stroke patients up to 16 h after the time they were last known to
be well, similar to the DEFUSE 3 trial time window. The potential for late-window thrombolysis to improve
outcomes in combination with thrombectomy is now being explored in randomized trials [Tenecteplase
in Stroke Patients Between 4.5 and 24 h (TIMELESS), NCT03785678 and Extending the time window
for Tenecteplase by Effective Reperfusion of peNumbrAL tissue in patients with Large Vessel Occlusion
(ETERNAL), NCT04454788].

ENDOVASCULAR THROMBECTOMY FOR PATIENTS PRESENTING WITH MILD STROKE
DEFICITS OR DISTAL OCCLUSIONS
The benefit of endovascular thrombectomy in patients presenting with anterior circulation LVO and mild
deficits is still unknown, with less than 1% of patients enrolled in recent thrombectomy trials having
a NIHSS ≤ 5[28]. Despite this cohort having only mild symptoms on first assessment, evidence suggests
that without reperfusion therapy, a substantial proportion subsequently deteriorate and are disabled
at 90 days (mRS 2-6; 29%)[29,30]. Patients with more proximal occlusions, particularly terminal internal
carotid artery occlusions, are at the highest risk of neurological deterioration. Deterioration is likely
due to leptomeningeal collateral circulation failure over time, in the absence of reperfusion[31]. Recent
observational data indicate that immediate thrombectomy for the mild stroke patient (NIHSS ≤ 5) is safe
and may improve clinical outcomes[28]. This is currently being assessed in two randomized controlled trials
[Endovascular Therapy for Low NIHSS Ischemic Strokes (ENDOLOW), NCT04167527 and Exploration of
the limits of mechanical thrombectomy indications in a single action - MinOr Stroke Therapy Evaluation NIHSS 0-5 (IN EXTREMIS-MOSTE), NCT03796468].
In contrast to the unequivocal evidence for the effectiveness of thrombectomy in patients with proximal
occlusion, evidence of benefit beyond the M1 segment is less robust. Relatively few patients with M2
occlusions were included in randomized trials and the definition of M2 segments varied, with many
representing early bifurcation of the M1 segment. Anterior cerebral artery and posterior cerebral artery
occlusions were not included in trials, other than 3 patients in MR CLEAN. Hypothetically, the benefit
of thrombectomy should be reduced given the smaller territory supplied by more distal vessels and the
increased efficacy of thrombolysis in reperfusing more distal occlusions. Furthermore, the risk of arterial
injury may potentially be increased given the smaller vessel size and increased tortuosity. However, metaanalyses have suggested benefit of thrombectomy in proximal M2 segments in carefully selected patients
with significant neurological deficits[15,32]. Advances in device technology are likely to improve the safety
and efficacy of distal thrombectomy. Further research is needed in this area.

ENDOVASCULAR THROMBECTOMY FOR PATIENTS PRESENTING WITH LARGE ISCHEMIC
CORE VOLUMES
Increasing ischemic core volume (estimated by diffusion restriction on MRI or critically reduced cerebral
blood flow on CT perfusion) is associated with lower likelihood of functional independence[33]. Despite
this association, there is emerging evidence for the benefit of thrombectomy in selected patients with large
cores (> 70 mL), particularly within 6h of stroke onset[33,34]. These data suggest that even with large baseline
core volumes, there may be significant volumes of viable but critically hypoperfused tissue that can be
salvaged with intervention and translate to clinically meaningful benefit[34]. Several randomized controlled
trials [Thrombectomy for Emergent Salvage of Large Anterior Circulation Ischemic Stroke (TESLA),
NCT03805308; Efficacy and Safety of Thrombectomy in Stroke With Extended Lesion and Extended Time
Window (TENSION), NCT03094715; Exploration of the limits of mechanical thrombectomy indications in
a single action - Large Stroke Therapy Evaluation - ASPECT 0-5 (IN EXTREMIS - LASTE), NCT03811769
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and Randomized Controlled Trial to Optimize Patient’s Selection for Endovascular Treatment in Acute
Ischemic Stroke (SELECT-2), NCT03876457] are currently underway to assess this possible benefit.
Undoubtedly, rates of functional independence (defined as mRS 0-2) will be substantially lower compared
to the imaging-selected randomized controlled thrombectomy trials, such as EXTEND-IA, DAWN and
DEFUSE 3. However, mRS 3 outcomes that allow patients to return home with some supports are clinically
and economically meaningful compared to death and requirement for fulltime nursing care. Another
potential positive outcome may be a reduction in the requirement for hemicraniectomy.

ENDOVASCULAR THROMBECTOMY FOR BASILAR ARTERY OCCLUSIONS
Basilar artery occlusion is associated with very high levels of morbidity and mortality. Meta-analysis
of observational data demonstrated lower rates of death (HR = 0.49, 95%CI: 0.44-0.55) and improved
modified Rankin scale 4-6 (HR = 0.67, 95%CI: 0.63-0.72) with thrombectomy as compared to best
medical management[35]. Unfortunately, prospective randomized controlled data are less robust. The BEST
randomized trial demonstrated improved outcomes with thrombectomy in an as-treated analysis (mRS
0-2; 39 vs. 19%, OR = 2.81, 95%CI: 1.23-6.41) but was confounded by high crossover rate from medical
management to thrombectomy, resulting in a neutral intention-to-treat analysis[36]. The BASICS (Basilar
Artery International Cooperation Study) randomized trial has been reported in abstract form and did not
demonstrate a significant benefit in favorable outcome with thrombectomy (mRS ≤ 3; 44.2 vs. 37.7%, RR 1.18,
95%CI: 0.92-1.50). However, the subgroup with severe clinical deficit (NIHSS ≥ 10) appeared to benefit.
Critical details including the rate of successful reperfusion have not yet been released[37].

THROMBOLYSIS FOLLOWED BY THROMBECTOMY VS. DIRECT THROMBECTOMY
The current standard of care in a patient presenting with a LVO, even in a thrombectomy-capable center,
is to give thrombolysis prior to proceeding with thrombectomy. Thrombolysis is more widely available
than thrombectomy and should be given at primary stroke centers, if no contraindications exist, prior
to transfer to a thrombectomy-capable center. Studies looking at whether thrombolysis can be withheld
in patients who present directly to a thrombectomy-capable center are currently underway [Solitaire
With the Intention For Thrombectomy Plus Intravenous t-PA Versus DIRECT Solitaire Stent-retriever
Thrombectomy in Acute Anterior Circulation Stroke (SWIFT DIRECT), NCT03192332; A Randomized
Controlled Trial of DIRECT Endovascular Clot Retrieval Versus Standard Bridging Thrombolysis With
Endovascular Clot Retrieval (DIRECT SAFE), NCT03494920 and Multicenter Randomized CLinical trial
of Endovascular treatment for Acute ischemic stroke in the Netherlands investigating the added benefit of
intravenous alteplase prior to intra-arterial thrombectomy in stroke patients with an intracranial occlusion
of the anterior circulation (MR CLEAN-NO IV), ISRCTN80619088]. The first trial published on this
topic, Endovascular Thrombectomy with or without Intravenous Alteplase in Acute Stroke [DIRECT-MT],
found similar results between direct thrombectomy and combined thrombolysis-thrombectomy arms.
Technically, direct thrombectomy narrowly met the specified non-inferiority margin of the lower bound of
the 95% confidence interval for the common odds ratio > 0.80. However, this margin was overly generous
and does not provide reassurance that omitting thrombolysis would be appropriate, even in patients who
directly present to a thrombectomy center[38]. The rate of successful reperfusion at end of thrombectomy
was numerically higher in the alteplase pre-treated group and there were no significant differences in
adverse events, including symptomatic intracerebral hemorrhage, between groups[38]. Other factors that
confound the interpretation of the direct to thrombectomy trials are the use of alteplase rather than the
more effective thrombolytic tenecteplase[39,40] and potentially distorted acute stroke workflow. Usually,
thrombolysis can be given in parallel with thrombectomy decision-making, whereas in these trials, all
imaging must be completed and the patients accepted by the interventionist for thrombectomy before they
can be randomized and eventually receive thrombolysis. The delay in commencing thrombolysis reduces its
opportunity to induce reperfusion prior to thrombectomy.
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TIME TO TREATMENT IS STILL CRUCIAL: IMPROVING DOOR-TO-REPERFUSION TIMES
The critically time-dependent benefits of reperfusion therapies are well understood, and streamlining
workflow to reduce treatment delays remains central to optimizing patient outcomes. Even though
individual patients with excellent collateral flow may have slower infarct progression, there is an overall
decrease in the proportion of patients eligible for extended-window thrombectomy on the basis of
favorable perfusion imaging as time elapses. This corresponds to the time-dependent cerebral blood flow
thresholds for infarction and failure of collateral cerebral circulation over time. A meta-analysis looking
at time to effective reperfusion demonstrated that for every 4-min delay from emergency department
arrival to substantial endovascular reperfusion time, 1 of every 100 treated patients had a worse disability
score (higher score by 1 or more on the mRS)[15]. Minimizing time from onset of symptoms to reperfusion
therapy is therefore crucial in maximizing the number of patients eligible for reperfusion therapy.
The largest delay in reperfusion therapy is in the pre-hospital setting[15]. Several advances have been made
in both the pre-hospital and emergency department settings. Paramedic stroke recognition and prehospital notification, whereby stroke centers are notified of a potential stroke patient prior to arrival, have
been shown to decrease door-to-imaging, door-to-thrombolysis and onset-to-thrombolysis times, while
also increasing eligibility for thrombolysis[41-43]. In addition, screening tools have been developed to identify
suspected LVOs in the pre-hospital setting[44-46]. These tools allow patients with suspected LVOs to be
transferred directly to thrombectomy-capable centers, bypassing hospitals not capable of providing this
service and subsequently improving time to reperfusion. One study investigating an ambulance pre-hospital
clinical triage tool demonstrated high sensitivity (85.7%), specificity (93.5%), and positive predictive value
(80%) for the recognition of thrombectomy-eligible LVOs[46]. Future studies are investigating the application
of these tools to accelerate patient delivery to thrombectomy-capable centers by bypassing hospitals not
capable of providing this service [Direct Transfer to an Endovascular Center Compared to Transfer to
Closest Stroke Center in Acute Stroke with Suspected Large Vessel Occlusion (RACECAT), NCT02795962
and Treatment Strategy In Acute Ischemic large Vessel STROKE: Prioritize Thrombolysis or Endovascular
Treatment (TRIAGE), NCT03542188].
There is evidence for the benefit of mobile stroke units (MSUs) in reducing time to reperfusion and
subsequent disability. An MSU is an ambulance with on-board CT-scanner and a specialized stroke team
capable of assessing and treating patients in the community and directing those eligible to thrombectomycapable centers. A study from Melbourne, Australia demonstrated that the MSU model resulted in an
overall time saving from first ambulance dispatch to thrombolysis of 42.5 min (95%CI: 36.0-49.0) and a
median time saving from first ambulance dispatch to the start of thrombectomy (arterial puncture) of 51 min
in those with LVO (95%CI: 30.1-71.9)[47]. The estimated disability reduction, based on time saved, was 20.9
disability-adjusted life years for 100 patients in the thrombolysis group and 24.6 disability-adjusted life
years in the thrombectomy group[47]. Berlin has three MSU and results presented in abstract form indicated
improved functional outcomes compared to standard in-hospital care[48].
Workflow efficiencies in the movement of stroke patients in and between hospitals have decreased time
to reperfusion therapy in stroke centers around the world. Universal features of efficient systems include
emergency department and stroke team prenotification of suspected stroke patients by ambulance, direct
transfer of patients from triage to CT table on the ambulance stretcher and the delivery of thrombolysis,
if eligible, on the CT table. These interventions have been shown to reduce door-to-thrombolysis to 2034 min[49-51]. Repeated imaging after transfer is a major cause of delays[52]. A time saving of 59 min from
door-to-groin access (at a thrombectomy center) is possible if patients diagnosed with LVOs at an external
site are transferred directly to the neuro-angiography suite rather than being admitted via the emergency
department[53]. Another strategy to achieve time savings that is currently under investigation is to transfer
patients with suspected LVO (NIHSS score > 10 on arrival) directly from triage to the neuro-angiography
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suite, bypassing both the emergency department and conventional CT scanner[54,55]. A flat panel CT using
angiography equipment (or in some cases a separate CT scanner in the angio-suite) can be used to exclude
intracerebral hemorrhage, followed by diagnostic angiography and treatment if a LVO is detected. In one
observational study, this resulted in significantly shorter median door-to-arterial access times (16 min
vs. 70 min; P < 0.01) and greater functional independence at 90 days (defined as mRS 0-2; 41 vs. 28%; P
= 0.05)[55]. However, whether this is an efficient use of limited angiography suite resources remains to be
determined.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Effective and rapid reperfusion remains the only proven approach to reduce disability in ischemic stroke
patients. Thrombectomy has been a major advance, and the indications continue to broaden. Device
evolution is likely to continue and the emphasis for technical procedural success is now on rapid “first
pass” near-complete reperfusion[56]. Mild stroke, distal occlusion and patients with large ischemic core are
the current frontiers on which randomized trials are focused. Neuroprotection may yet prove beneficial
with a recent trial of nerinetide being neutral overall but suggesting benefit in patients who did not receive
thrombolysis[57]. Systems of care innovations to accelerate treatment are highly achievable and of critical
importance to continue to reduce the disability associated with LVO ischemic stroke.
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